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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

Lagos, Nigeria and Mumbai, India are poised to become major players in the luxury world, according to a new
report by commercial real estate services adviser CBRE.

Although nobody should expect another China, the residents of the Nigerian and Indian cities are already beginning
to make their presence known to luxury brands. Continuing globalization ensures that the economy will remain a
major factor in the luxury market, so brands must be attuned to economic patterns and shifts to stay ahead.

"It is  imperative that retailers ensure that the retail experience resonates with consumers and makes them want to
continue to engage with the brand," said Brandon Famous, head of retailer representation for the Americas at CBRE.

"Global Luxury Retail: A Divergent Market" looks at the impact of Asia's economic downturn and the rise of other
nations on luxury sales and tourism around the world.

New frontier
Last year, Nigerian tourists became the fifth biggest spenders in London with a 50 percent increase in spend
compared to 2013. The continued growth will put pressure on retailers in London and in other benefitting markets to
adapt to the needs of the relatively new consumer.

Just as the Chinese consumer's expectations that overseas boutiques will carry products unavailable in China has
influenced retail models, brands will need to dedicate resources to learn how to build trusting, long-lasting
relationships with Nigerian consumers.
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Retailer performance statistics

Retail space in Lagos is limited: its  population of 13 million in its urban area exceeds Paris and its population
density of 15,500 people per square kilometer surpass more than doubles that of Shanghai. Most malls cater to mid-
low income consumers, leaving entering luxury brands to opt for emerging high streets.

Where Nigeria is still emerging, with many of its  wealthy consumers heading to Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
Johannesburg and London to quell their thirst for luxury, Mumbai's presence is more closely felt. Years of growth
and an influx of entering brands led to the creation of a luxury retail mall, liberating brands from the less visible
space of five-star hotels.

In both cities, as in Nigeria, Mumbai's younger consumers have demonstrated more willingness to spend income
on luxury goods; likewise, space is itself a luxury, with high real estate costs stacking on top of hefty import duties to
slow growth. The development of two more luxury malls will provide a medium-term solution, but until then brands
should localize touchpoints and prepare for tourists.

As time passes and a brand's consumer base globalizes, the brand will need to be increasingly aware of how to
reach groups of some consumers. Besides talking to consumers in the language they speak, brands will need to
tailor marketing efforts based on notions of authenticity and social values and reach out on a combination of
physical and digital media in accordance with consumer habits.

For example, Parisian consumers are less inclined to use a personal shopper, feeling that a personal sense of style
and self-awareness is part of the French woman's identity. London consumers are active on Instagram and expect
brands to innovate, whereas Milanese shoppers skew younger and care more about ethics and authenticity.

Looking abroad
Despite the growth of Lagos and Mumbai, China continues to be the major driver of luxury sales. The country's
consumers accounted for 30 percent of luxury spend, with 70 percent of that value transacting overseas.

This pattern was most apparent in Western Europe, where sales rose more than 13 percent, but it also contributed to
growth in North America and accompanied natural growth in Eastern Europe and Africa.

These changes have been amplified as a result of an economic downturn in China and a strengthening U.S. dollar,
two trends whose lifespan is unknown.

For example, high sales in Western Europe and Japan led to decent third quarter results for Kering, suggesting strong
business from Chinese tourists.

The Kering Group saw luxury sales increase by 14 percent on a reported basis and slightly more than 3 percent on a
comparable basis in the third quarter of 2015 compared to the year-ago. Much of this improvement can be attributed
to a variety of economic factors taking Chinese consumers to Western Europe and Japan, where Kering's presence
is relatively strong (see story).

On the other hand, the growth of Africa and India seem more certain.

As the BRIC nations have become increasingly developed, Sub-Saharan Africa has emerged as the "next big thing,"
according to a September report by A.T . Kearney.

Research suggests that the countries within the Sub-Saharan region of Africa will likely grow in potential over the
next decades due to a young, fast-growing and connected middle class, many of whom are still discovering their
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next favorite brands. A.T . Kearney's "Retail in Africa: Still the Next Big Thing" report, part of the "2015 African Retail
Development Index," looks closely at these consumers and the economies of their home countries to determine the
opportunity for retail marketers as a shopping culture emerges (see story).

As the marketplace expands to other parts of the world, brands still need to remember that they are competing with
one another. Standing out from the competition becomes more important as potential consumers grow in number.

"Brands need to communicate the DNA of their proposition to the consumer," Mr. Famous said. "What is it that makes
the brand desirable, why should the consumer buy this brand as opposed to another?"

Final Take
Forrest Cardamenis, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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